Surgery: Light, Thermal, And Electrical Application

Class-related Foreign Documents

Arterial Prosthesis (i.e., Blood Vessel)

Fetal Monitoring Other than Heart Rate

Cancer Detection

Substance Abuse Therapy

Light, Thermal, And Electrical Application

Stent Structure

Stent In Combination With Graft

Stent Combined With Surgical Delivery System (e.g., Surgical Tools, Delivery Sheath, Etc.)

Thermal Applicators

Light Application

Baths or Cabinets

Light And Fluid Treatment

Brush or Comb

Exercising

Electrical Therapeutic Systems

Electrical Energy Applicator

Formed Inside Natural Blood Vessel

Self-expanding Stent

Having Multiple Connected Bodies

Stent Penetrating Natural Blood Vessel

Expandable Stent With Constraining Means

Electric Current

Internal Application

With Support or Fastening Means

For Specific External Body Area

Electromagnetic Induction

Electromagnetic Radiation (e.g., Infrared)

Solar (natural) Light Applicator

Lamp And Casing

Laser Application

With Fluid Circulation

Vapor

Shower or Spray

Push or Pull

Heart Rate Regulating (e.g., Pacing)

Oscillating Signal

Pulse Signal

Generating Complex Signals

Generating More than One Signal

Signal Generated By Induction Coil Circuit

Promoting Patient Safety or Comfort

Output Controlled By Sensor Responsive to Body or Interface Condition

Energy Source Outside Generator Body

Telemetry or Communications Circuits

Control Signal Storage (e.g., Programming)

Electrical Stimulation for Aversion And Substance Abuse Therapy

Promoting Optical Function

Promoting Tissue Growth or Healing

Cardioverting/defibrillating

Treating Mental or Emotional Disorder

Hypertension Treating

Correcting Spinal Deformities

Stimulating Respiration Function

Stimulating Bladder or Gastrointestinal Tract

Combined Cardioverting/defibrillating And Pacing

Stimulating Reproductive Organ

Combined With Nonelectrical Therapy

Promoting Specific Function

Health Care

Cancer Diagnosis

Cancer Treatment

Substance Abuse Prevention

Substance Abuse Therapy

Cancer Detection

Fetal Monitoring Other than Heart Rate

Arterial Prosthesis

Substance Abuse Therapy

Prosthesis (i.e., Artificial Body Members, Parts Thereof, or Components Thereof)